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Hawks say they're still unified

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:17 p.m. Wednesday, April 28, 2010 

Despite some outward signs of frustrations during a tougher-than-expected playoffs series against 

Milwaukee, the Hawks insist they remain unified and focused.

After the Bucks won Games 3 and 4 in Milwaukee to force a 2-2 series tie, the Hawks’ aggravation was 

evidenced by their on-court demeanor and comments to media.

Hawks guard Joe Johnson called out teammates for complaining too much to officials, for poor shot 

selection and for a lack of toughness. Hawks center Zaza Pachulia twice has had words with coaches on 

the bench after being removed from the game.

Hawks coach Mike Woodson has said the bickering and critical comments are “healthy” because 

players are policing each other. The danger is if the frustration and finger-pointing lead to the kind of 

individual play and poor communication that hurt the Hawks in Milwaukee.

Hawks forward Joe Smith said the team still is together.

“I think everyone is staying confident, everyone is still believing in each other and trusting each other,” 

Smith said before Game 5 at Philips Arena on Wednesday. “[The frustration] is just part of a series.”

Hawks guard Mike Bibby said the frustration grew out of the Hawks’ disappointment with how they 

played in Milwaukee.

“We wanted to go there and get one, definitely,” he said. “We didn’t, so we have got to take care of 

business at home before we look any further down the road. They did what they are supposed to do, they 

won at home.”

Getting physical

The Hawks felt the Bucks pushed them around physically during Games 3 and 4. It looked as if they set 

out to change that early in the game Wednesday.

In the first quarter Pachulia sent Bucks guard Brandon Jennings to the floor with a hard foul across his 

shoulder. Pachulia was called for a flagrant foul on the play.
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Later in the half Johnson sent Luke Ridnour sprawling when he fouled him on a breakaway attempt. 

There was no flagrant foul called on the play even though it appeared Johnson gave Ridnour an extra 

shove after he had already stopped him from getting off a shot.

“This is a [Bucks] team that has played physical all series long,” Smith said. “I think we need to match 

how physical they played.”

Kick and shoot

In the past two games the Bucks changed the way they defended center Al Horford and forward Josh 

Smith, doubling down with their guards more frequently. That limited Horford and Smith’s opportunities 

to score in the post.

Woodson said the Hawks can exploit the strategy if Horford and Smith make good decisions when 

passing out of double teams.

“We are going to have to continue to do that when they double,” Woodson said. “That’s why we have 

shooters around guys that post up. Guys have got to make shots.”
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